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About This Game

The legendary Susan the Warmaide is back in the Lost Lands! A ghost ship, an evil overlord, an island full of mysteries, and
more await on her journey into the unknown.

"Lost Lands: The Wanderer" is a fantasy-world adventure game with lots of hidden-objects, mini-games and puzzles to solve.

For years now, the sailors and pirates of the Lost Lands have been talking about a ghostly ship sailing in the heart of a storm.
This vision disappears as soon as it comes to life, yet people keep talking about it. About a huge octopus traveling with the ship.

About its owner, the captain. About the earl's rage and his curse. And the sorceress they believe is responsible...
Meanwhile, somewhere else in space and time, Susan finds a strange pirate chest with the compass of the worlds inside, and a

note begging for help. It's time for her to return to the Lost Lands again.

Dive deep into the magical land of fantasy!

Meet new and exciting races inhabiting the Lost Lands and solve their riddles and mini-games.
Your task is to stop the destruction of this world and help two loving heart be together again!

- Explore over 50 stunning locations
- Complete over 40 different mini-games

- Challenge yourself with interactive hidden object scenes
- Assemble collections, gather morphing objects, and gain achievements
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I would put A Wise Use of Time in the middle of the pack as far as the Choice of Games products go. I played it through twice.
Too many of my rather divergent choices led to the same result for my liking. In my second play-through, I'd intentionally set
myself up as a much greedier and self-absorbed character and yet I ended up the City's Guardian and was told I'd been using my
powers during downtime to thwart criminal activity when I really hadn't acted in ways that would make that likely, including
stealing a case of money from an armored car!

The writing was solid and I did enjoy the game. It had the right number of supporting characters but some of them were rather
dull and I didn't feel much rapport for. Barring a nuetral rating, I'm going to recommend this product as it met all my basic
criteria/expectations for a CYOA game.. There's 2 reasons why i bought this game ....
The 1st reason : I saw Boobs,I clicked
The 2nd reason : Achievement and Card but mainly for boobs. Can't recommend.
Runs in slow motion most of the time, especially at level start. Thats at lowest settings. Admittedly my laptop is not the fastest
but it can run "Crimzon Clover" without any troubles, also "Saviors" which also has been made with unity, i believe. Both games
are shmups with much better graphics than this.
Also that christmas theme... ...dont force stuff like that on your players.. Story was fun,really enjoyed it but gameplay was
terrible. It was so bad that i couldnt play it any longer than this. Moving around was buggy,spell tree was small, sometimes even
if i read the quest description i didnt have any clue what im supposed to do and where, fighting was weird very "indie" like,they
surely didnt put lots of money and time to make this game.

I could recommend this only to people that likes RPG\u00b4s with funny storyline and interesting characters and doesnt mind
small gameplay issues. 4\/10. Great Game!
But it is not work well with MacBook Pro.
. Perhaps one of my newest survival games next to the alien games! Please keep up the good work!. I liked the game for the
simple yet good design. It awakes my imagnination, I guess that's why I bought it, for the ambiance of space.

Choices can be optimised, I liked this part too, but once you get which one is "useful" then you're not really playing, it's just
choosing the lesser worst path.
Considering this, there's no replayability for me.

I guess it's worth it for the price paid, even though I expect that a game entertain me longer than 2 hours. EDIT : It actually did
so a little more worth it.

Choosing yes because I support those kind of space game but make up your own mind ! :). its a difficult game and hard its really
fun too.
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thrown together in Unity in roughly 20 minutes. Within my 22 minutes of gameplay it crashed 6 times and when it didn't crash it
was almost unplayable. Cool concept, awful implementation.. Doesn't activate on Uplay. Don't get it.. I've completed the game
but deffinitely won't play it again. It's too repetetive, boring and hard at the end for no reason.
If you like this kind of games just stick to Bejeweled.. USA propaganda at it finest (and no im not hillary supporter, trump is the
same as hillary) and this game is too way garbage for the propaganda to work ahahahahah!!!!. This is a very fun game. I used to
play Nancy Drew and completely forgot about the game series and saw them on sale on steam and bought a few. Definitely
worth the money. The puzzles are challenging but fun and the characters are easy to understand. The game flows very well.
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